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Project Background 
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Urban rats 
are a 

significant 
source of 
zoonotic 

pathogens 

Paucity of 
data on rats 

or rat-
associated 

health risks 
in Canada 

Prevents 
informed or 
effective 

risk 
assessment/ 

mitigation 

Focus on 
Vancouver 
and on the 

DTES 

Field 
research 
needed to 

address gap 



Project Overview 

AIMS 
1. To describe the ecology 

of rats in Vancouver’s 
DTES 

2. To describe the ecology 
of zoonotic pathogens 
circulating in these rat 
populations 

3. To identify and 
characterize the risk of 
exposure to rat-
associated zoonoses in 
DTES residents 

PROJECT LAYOUT 
• Rat Ecology Study: 

Intensive trapping and 
removal study over the 
course of 1 year 

• Rat Disease Analysis: 
Tested trapped rats for a 
variety of zoonotic 
pathogens  

• Human Serosurvey: 
Tested DTES residents 
for antibody against RAZ 
and used survey data to 
identify risk factors for 
exposure 
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Themes and Lessons from 
the Vancouver Rat Project 
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Clustering of rats and their pathogens is an 
important characteristic of rat- associated zoonoses 

Rats and their pathogens are distributed heterogeneously across 
the urban landscape, even over very short geographic distances. 
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Clustering of rats and their pathogens is an 
important characteristic of rat- associated zoonoses 

Implications? 

• Public health 
– Risk of exposure site 

specific 
– Risk not proportional 

to number of rats 
– Colony disruption and 

rat dispersal could 
lead to disease 
spread 
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Clustering of rats and their pathogens is an 
important characteristic of rat- associated zoonoses 

Implications? 
• Surveillance/Research 

– Aggregate prevalence 
is meaningless 

– Thoughtful sampling 
very important 

– Cluster control 
essential during 
analyses 
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Rat population ecology is intimately related to the 
ecology of zoonotic pathogens in rat populations 

The ecology of rats affects the ecology of infectious 
pathogens that circulate among them.  
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Rat population ecology is intimately related to the 
ecology of zoonotic pathogens in rat populations 

Examples? 
• Clustering of disease 
• Leptospira spp. more 

common in rats that 
were heavier, fatter, 
and had more bite 
wounds 

• MRSA carriage 
influenced by season 

• C. difficile more common 
in younger rats 
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Rat population ecology is intimately related to the 
ecology of zoonotic pathogens in rat populations 

Implications? 
• Neglecting ecological 

context prevents 
understanding and 
comparability 

• Disruption of stable 
colonies could have 
unpredictable effects 
on disease dynamics 
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The factors that determine disease presence and 
prevalence are still not completely understood 

Urban Microenvironment? 

 

Genetic Structure? 
 

Unexplained variability remains even after control for 
clustering, season, and population characteristics  11 



Rat- associated zoonoses thought to be endemic in rats 
worldwide absent from certain populations 

Implications? 

• A results of ‘founder’ 
events as rats 
introduced into new 
areas? 

• Absence just as 
important as presence 
from a public health 
perspective 

• Leptospira interrogans 
 
• Rickettsia typhi 
 
• Rickettsia felis 
 
• Seoul hantavirus 
 
• Bartonella spp.  
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There is ongoing potential for ‘new’ diseases to be introduced 
into populations previously free of those pathogens 

Implications? 

• If pathogen 
exclusion is random, 
then introduction 
and establishment is 
possible 

• Could ports remain a 
portal for 
introduction? 

• To what degree 
might rat ecology 
serve as a barrier? 
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Urban rats have the potential to be a source of 
pathogens for which they are not the natural reservoir 

The results of this project clearly indicate that DTES rat population can 
carry a variety of zoonotic or potentially zoonotic pathogens. These 
pathogens could be broadly classified into two categories:  
1) pathogens for which rats are the natural reservoir 
2) pathogens for which humans, other animal species, or the environment 

are the natural reservoir  

Yersinia pestis,  
Rickettsia typhi 

Leptospira 
interrogans 

Seoul hantavirus 
AMR E. coli 

C.  difficile 

MRSA 

VS 
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Urban rats have the potential to be a source of 
pathogens for which they are not the natural reservoir 

Implications? 
• Rats live in human 

environments – not 
surprising that they can 
pick up ‘our’ pathogens 

• Understudied area 
• ‘Proven’ human  rat 

disease flow. Could the 
reverse be possible? 

• Direct contact not 
necessary for pathogen 
transmission 

• Could rats be a ‘mixing 
vessel’? 
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Some results are site- specific while others can 
likely be extrapolated to other geographic areas  

Site Specific 

• Exactly which 
zoonotic pathogens 
are present 

• Risk of transmission 
to people 

• Capacity for rats to 
carry certain infectious 
agents 

• Underlying ecological 
factors affecting 
disease dynamics 

Generalizable 

VS 
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Ongoing research and surveillance on rats and rat-
associated zoonoses is necessary 

WHY? 

• Unanswered 
questions 

• New questions 
• Changes will over 

time! 
 No ecosystem on earth 

changes more rapidly or 
dramatically than the 
urban ecosystem!  
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Questions? 
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